Competition entries
The details for competitions Clayesmore SC are entering will be emailed out by the Club
Administrator in advance of the entry deadline. Swimmers should speak to their coach
about which events they should enter. The entry process for each meet can vary based on
the promoter’s conditions, however typically it requires the completion of a paper entry
form returned to the Club Administrator, who then makes an online group entry for the
whole swimming club. The costs of the meets also vary and in each instance the cost per
event will be included in the details circulated and the payment method confirmed.
ASA Number
When you are entering for a competition you will be asked to provide your swimmers ASA
number. You can find this number by going to www.swimmingresults.org/members and
searching under surname.
Licensed Times
Licensed times are necessary for swimmers to have when entering licensed meets and
National, Regional and County Championships. Licensed means that they have been
achieved at a licensed meet run under the rules of the ASA (Amateur Swimming
Association).
To find your swimmers licensed time for a particular event, you can go to
www.swimmingresults.org. Go to the section – Individual Best Times and then search
under your family surname. You will then get all their latest times and you can also look at
historic times.
Results /Rankings
You can find your swimmers rankings at a National, Regional, County or Club level at
www.swimmingresults.org. Search under Event Rankings for your swimmer by Surname
and then you can filter the results to see their rankings by age, gender, stroke, distance,
short course or long course.
Short Course and Long Course Conversion

You will sometimes need to convert a time to a long course or short course time depending
on the requirements of the meet. To do this go onto www.pullbuoy.co.uk/times - you will
then be able to convert the time. The site asks you to pick a conversion method – use the
ASA tables.
Meet Mobile
A recent development at many swimming competitions has been the ability to access
swimmers results through an App rather than wait until the results are physically posted on
a noticeboard. The App is called Meet Mobile - you can set up favourites so you can quickly
access the results for your swimmer and the events they are in at key meets. There is an
annual fee which is currently less than £5.00 per annum.

